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SUMMARY 

The purpose of this paper Is to show that a combination of 

dynamic programming and the classical method of successive 

approximations pemlte a systematic study of various classes of 

combinatorial nrobloms arising In scheduling theory, comr.unl— 

cation theory and network theory. 

Although the method cannot tu?r,antee convergence to the 

actual solution. It furnishes a monotonlc sequence of approxi- 

mations by means of approximation in policy space. 

An Important feature of the method is the use of the 

solu '.on of sub—problems of considerable magnitude as steps In 

the approximation procedure.  With the aid of digital computers 

and the techniques of dynamic programming, this Is a feasible 

method. 

A& examples, we discuss the Hitchcock-J<oopm tns transporta- 

tion problem, an allocation problem, and the "travelling 

salesman" problem. 
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DYNAMIC  PROQRAMMINO,   SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATIONS 
AND VARIATIONAL PROBLEMS  OP  COMBINATORIAL NATURE 

Richard Bellman 

E>1.     INTRODUCTION 

There  are a  large  clans  of varlatlonal  problems of combi- 

natorial nature arising  from various studies  In  allocation, 

achedullng and  communication  theory which offer formidable 

analytic  and  computational  difficulties.     Although many of 

these problems are  theoretically susceptll le  to the  functional 

equation  technique of dynamic  programming,   in actuality any 

direct  computational solution  Is blocked by  the  large number 

of state  variables  occurring. 

In  this  paper we  wish  to  Indicate how  a  combination of 

dynamic  programming and  successive  approximations,   wedded  for 

the  purpose  of  treating nonlinear  control processes   ,  can be 

used to provide a  systematic.   If not complete,   procedure for 

treating various questions  of  the   type mentioned above.    As  Is 

characteristic  of approximation  In  policy  space,  we  will obtain 

monotone  approximation.     Many new  problems  arise  concerning 

convergence,   convergence  to  local   extrema,   rapidity   of 

convergence,  numerical  stability,   an 1 so forth. 

With   the  aid  of modern  digital  computers,  we  employ as  a 

single  step  In  lie approximation  process  the  solution of  sub- 

problems  which  were once  difficult   In  their own   right.     In  this 

paper we  use  dynamic  programming  to accomplish  this;   in our 

previous  paper    we  utilized  dynamic  programming  and   the  solution 
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consider the probier." of tracing a path through N points 

having rrlnlmun "lengtl ."  In a plane, with the usual metric, 

this Is the travelling salesman problem.  Although It Is not 

difficult io  resolve this problem by means of functional 

equations for N of small magnitude, say N < 10,  for N - 48, 

the direct method founders on dimensionality difficulties. 

We can, however, employ successive approximations and the 

feasibility of the solution for small N to obtain an approach 

to the problem for large  N.  Furthermore, as above, these 

approximate solutions yield monotone decreasing length. 

Le. the points be enumerated In some fixed order 

P1, ??t   ..., PN.  Taking the first 10 points,  (P^P^ ..., P10), 

we determine via functional equations a path of mlnlrrum length 

starting at P.,  ending at P 0,  and passing through the 

Intermediate points,  (P^,P ,...,Pq).  Let (^»
p
k2'

Pk3'* *',P10^ 

be a sequence of points obtained In this way.  Now trke the 

points,  ^i<-^»
Pi/V * ' * ,P10'P11^* and rePeat this procedure. 

Proceeding In this fashion we obtain a sequence Of approximate 

solutions, each of length less than or equal to that of the 

preceding. 

b5.  DISCUSSION 

It  lr<  clear that  there are a  large  number of  variants  of 

the  procedures  discussed   In  the  foregoing  sections.     One  that 

seems  particularly   interesting  IG   that  of  using a  random 

sequence of sets  Instead of  the  sets     (l,?),   (2,3),   ..., 

described  In ^2,  and  proceeding similarly  In a  random rather  than 

regular fashion  In  the  processes  described  In fc3 and hk. 
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